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explanatory framework, one cannot accept or reject what Chang predicts.
The Coming Collapse of China poses an intellectual challenge to the aca-
demic world, not in proving or disproving his predictions, but in examining
our own methodologies.
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China and the WTO: The Coming Collapse?*

Gordon Chang's Coming Collapse of China holds that China's entry
into the World Trade Organization (WTO) could trigger a political crisis
that will lead to the collapse of the current regime. He posits that the first
signs of this are already apparent in the wrenching restructuring of the past
few years, as rapidly increasing imports have forced inefficient firms to cut
jobs, sending the number of jobless rising to levels unprecedented in recent
decades.

Unemployment is sure to rise even higher as China implements its
WTO commitments to further open its domestic market. Chang and others
believe that this, combined with endemic corruption and rapidly rising in-
come inequality, makes it only a matter of time before the regime's position
comes under threat. Such predictions are reinforced by claims that the
Chinese economy has already been in a severe slump for the past four
years, with the real rise in gross domestic product (GDP) only a fraction of
the 7 percent-plus a year claimed by the authorities.

Beijing has contributed to outside suspicions of its official data on
economic growth by not disclosing how it adjusts what are clearly exag-
gerated numbers passed up by the Chinese provinces. While the national

*This article originally appeared in the June 14, 2000 issue of the Asian Wall Street Journal
and is reprinted in this slightly modified form by permission of the AWSJ.
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statistical authority does knock at least a couple of percentage points off
the unrealistic claims of growth it receives from the provinces, it is ques-
tionable if this is enough.

But before swallowing forecasts of a looming crisis due to a collapse
in economic growth, it is worth checking the official claims against eco-
nomic variables that are easier to measure than GDP and for which there is
no incentive to exaggerate. For example, official figures show that Chinese
imports rose 70 percent between 1997 and 2001. These figures are very
unlikely to be overstated because the customs service, which compiles
China's trade data, has to turn over tariff revenue on imports to the Ministry
of Finance.

Although tariff reductions reduced the price of imports relative to do-
mestic goods during that period, these reductions were relatively modest
and unlikely to explain more than a fifth of the growth of imports. Since
the value of the Chinese currency is now about the same as in 1997, the
most plausible explanation for the rest of the growth in imports is an ex-
pansion in GDP.

Another eyeball check on the plausibility of official growth claims is
the expansion of government revenue. This too is unlikely to be exag-
gerated since the government is hard-pressed to meet growing demands
for social services, including unemployment compensation and severance
payments for workers laid off from state-owned companies, mitigating en-
vironmental deterioration, and financing military modernization.

Reported government revenues in 2001 were 90 percent more than in
1997. In all economies, when growth declines sharply, an even greater
slowdown in the growth of tax revenue is almost inevitable as corporate
profitability slumps and personal incomes and consumption stagnate. The
claim that Chinese economic growth has slumped badly over the past four
years is difficult to reconcile with the backdrop of such robust growth in tax
revenues.

Will the market-opening measures required as part of China's entry
into WTO spark a jobs crisis? Certainly a few protected sectors, such
as banking, will suffer. But contrary to the pessimists' predictions, a
more general crisis seems unlikely since the future pace of tariff reduc-
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tion will be lower than during the past decade. By the time China entered
the WTO late last year, it had already cut its average tariff rate by more
than three-quarters from the peak level of 1982. It is a similar picture with
non-tariff barriers. Nine-tenths of the import quotas and licensing require-
ments that existed in the early 1990s had already been eliminated prior to
WTO entry.

Significant competition already exists within the domestic market
where foreign firms with access to Western technology, machinery, and
management now produce a fifth of all manufactured goods. That is
similar to the share foreign firms have of the market for manufactured
goods in the United States, where there are few restrictions on foreign
ownership.

There are signs that the growing role of market forces and increased
competition has led to economic restructuring. Employment in the state
sector fell by 34 million, almost a third, in the last four years. Many state-
owned firms have been privatized and the private sector has become the
major source of new jobs. Wasteful inventory accumulation, reflecting the
old priority of maintaining growth in output and employment regardless of
the effect on the bottom line, is down sharply. Profitability in the shrunken
state sector has actually increased in the past three years, reversing a
twenty-year slide.

The picture is not all good news. Much depends on the openness of
foreign markets since China's adjustment process requires not only a
shrinkage of inefficient sectors but an expansion of sectors in which the
country is internationally competitive, notably labor-intensive manufac-
turing and high-value agricultural products such as fruits and vegetables.
If world markets are not prepared to absorb significant increases in Chinese
goods, then China's leaders may feel forced to slow the growth of imports
into their own markets rather than allow unemployment to rise to politically
unacceptable levels.

That caveat aside, China's prospects are far better than Chang and
other pessimists believe. While there is more pain to come, the country has
already absorbed a substantial portion of the costs of adjusting to increased
competition in its domestic markets. As this process continues, there is
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a good prospect of the burgeoning private sector creating enough jobs to
compensate for layoffs by state-owned enterprises— and leaving the pessi-
mists who predicted mass unemployment and a political crisis scrambling
to find something else to worry about instead.
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The Missing Link to the Predicted Collapse of the PRC Regime

The rise of China in the recent two decades has triggered succes-
sive rounds of debates in various parts of the world about its implica-
tions for international politics and economics. Yet such debates, whether
in the fields of academia or mass culture alike, largely center around
the issue of the opportunities versus threats generated by China's as-
cendancy. This "rising China" phenomenon is a common presumption
found in the competing views on the issue. Hardly has there emerged
any detailed analysis to challenge the truthfulness of this presumption
in the first place by questioning whether China will keep thriving. As
such, the overwhelming preoccupation with the evaluative rather than
the cognitive dimension stands in the way of a full comprehension of
the issue. Gordon G. Chang's book would conceivably offset such an
imbalance, thereby warranting a fundamental redefinition of the issue at
the policy level.

In making this contribution, this book offers vital insights into the
fragility— the full extent to which is often underestimated— of China's
current political, economic, and social order. Yet these insights make up
only half of the core argument in the book. The other half— and undeniably
the more intriguing and provocative part— is the predictive assertion that
such fragility will soon exacerbate to the point of the collapse of China.
According to the author's elaboration made after this book's publication,
China's collapse refers to a sequence beginning with the breakdown of




